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0. Introduction

Let f : X ! C and g : Y ! C be complex analytic functions. Let p1 and p2 denote
the projections of X � Y onto X and Y , respectively. In [S-T], Sebastiani and Thom
prove that the cohomology of the Milnor ¢bre of f � p1 � g � p2 is isomorphic to the
tensor product of the cohomologies of the Milnor ¢bres of f and g (with a shift in
degrees); they prove this in the case where X and Y are smooth and f and g have
isolated critical points. In addition, they prove that the monodromy isomorphism
induced by f � p1 � g � p2 is the tensor product of those induced by f and g. The
point, of course, is to break up the complicated critical activity of f � p1 � g � p2
into more manageable pieces.

Sebastiani^Thom-type results have been proved on smooth spaces with constant
coef¢cients by Nëmethi [N1], [N2], Oka [O], and Sakamoto [S]. The work of Nëmethi
includes global results on af¢ne space for polynomial functions. There are also recent
Sebastiani^Thom results when the underlying spaces have isolated singularities
and/or when there is more structure present than merely the cohomology; see [E-S],
[N-Sa], and [N-St].

In this paper, we prove that this Sebastiani^Thom isomorphism exists regardless
of how singular the spaces X and Y may be, regardless of how bad the critical loci
of f and g are, and regardless of what coef¢cients one uses. Moreover, we prove
that the Sebastiani^Thom isomorphism is actually a consequence of a natural
isomorphism in the derived category of bounded, constructible complexes of sheaves
on X � Y .
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To state our result precisely, we must introduce more notation ^ all of which can be
found in [K-S].

Let R be a regular Noetherian ring with ¢nite Krull dimension (e.g., Z;Q; or C).
Let A� and B� be bounded, constructible complexes of sheaves of R-modules on
X and Y , respectively. Recall that, in this situation,

A�&
L� B� :� p�1A

� 
L p�2B
�:

Let us adopt the similar notation f &� g :� f � p1 � g � p2.
Let p1 and p2 denote the projections of V �f � � V �g� onto V �f � and V �g�,

respectively, and let k denote the inclusion of V �f � � V �g� into V �f &� g�.
If h : Z! C is an analytic function, and F� is a complex on Z, then f

h
F� denotes

the sheaf of vanishing cycles of F� along h. Here, f
h
F� is de¢ned as in 8.6.2 of [K-S]

and, hence, is shifted by 1 from the more traditional de¢nitions, i.e., in this paper,
the stalk cohomology of f

h
F� in degree i is the degree i relative hypercohomology

of a small ball modulo the Milnor ¢bre with coef¢cients in F�. Thus, in the constant
Z-coef¢cient case, Hi�f

h
Z�X �x � eHiÿ1�Fh;x�, where eH denotes reduced cohomology

and Fh;x denotes the Milnor ¢bre of h at x.
We prove the following theorem:

THEOREM (Sebastiani^Thom Isomorphism). There is a natural isomorphism

k�f
f &� g

ÿ
A�&

L� B�
� � f

f
A�&

L� f
g
B�;

and this isomorphism commutes with the corresponding monodromies.
Moreover, if we let p :� �x; y� 2 X � Y be such that f �x� � 0 and g�y� � 0, then, in

an open neighborhood of p, the complex f
f &� g

ÿ
A�&

L� B�
�
has support contained in

V �f � � V �g�, and, in any open set in which we have this containment, there are natural
isomorphisms

f
f &� g

ÿ
A�&

L� B�
� � k!�ff

A�&
L� f

g
B�� � k��ff

A�&
L� f

g
B��:

1. Proof of the General Sebastiani^Thom Isomorphism

The proof of the Sebastiani^Thom isomorphism uses two Morse-theoretic lemmas
and two formal, derived category propositions. First, however, we need to discuss
the de¢nition of the vanishing cycles that we shall use.

Kashiwara and Schapira de¢ne the vanishing cycles in 8.6.2 of [K-S]. However, we
shall use the more down-to-earth characterization (via natural equivalence) given in
Exercise VIII.13 of [K-S]. Hence, we use as our de¢nition: f

h
F� � ÿRGfRe hW 0gF

��
jV �h� .

(We have reversed the inequality used in [K-S]. We do this for aesthetics only ^
we prefer to think of the vanishing cycles in terms of a ball modulo the Milnor ¢bre
over a small positive value of the function.) The monodromy isomorphism is
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easy to describe: for all y, there is an isomorphism
ÿ
RGfRe hW 0gF

��
jV �h� �ÿ

RGfRe eÿiyhW 0gF
��
jV �h� , and the monodromy isomorphism results when y � 2p.

We continue with our notation from the introduction.

LEMMA 1.1. LetS (resp.S0) denote a complexWhitney strati¢cation of X (resp. Y)
with respect to which A� (resp. B�) is constructible. Let SS f and SS0 g denote the
strati¢ed critical loci. Then,

suppf
f &� g

ÿ
A�&

L� B�
� � ÿ

SS f � SS0 g
� \ V �f &� g�;

in particular, if SS0 g � V �g�, then

suppf
f &� g

ÿ
A�&

L� B�
� � V �f � � V �g�:

Moreover, if p :� �x; y� 2 X � Y is such that f �x� � 0 and g�y� � 0, then, near p,

suppf
f &� g

ÿ
A�&

L� B�
� � V �f � � V �g�:

Proof. As the complexes A� and B� are constructible with respect to S and S0,
A�&

L� B� is constructible with respect to the product strati¢cation, S � S0. The
support of f

f &� g

ÿ
A�&

L� B�
�
is contained in the strati¢ed critical locus of f &� g, which is

trivially seen to be equal to the product of the strati¢ed critical loci of f and g.
Finally, near x and y, these strati¢ed critical loci are contained in V �f � and
V �g�, respectively. &

Recall that k : V �f � � V �g� ,!V �f &� g� denotes the inclusion. Let q : V �f &� g� ,!
X � Y and m : V �f � � V �g� ,!X � Y also denote the inclusions, so that m � q � k.

LEMMA 1.2. Let P :� fx 2 X j Re f �x�W 0g, let Q :� fy 2 Y j Re g�y�W 0g, and let
Z :� f�x; y� 2 X � Y j Re �f �x� � g�y��W 0g. Note that P �Q � Z.

The natural map

RGP�Q�A�&
L� B�� ! RGZ �A�&

L� B��
induces a natural isomorphism

m�RGP�Q�A�&
L� B�� � m�RGZ �A�&

L� B�� � k�f
f &� g

ÿ
A�&

L� B�
�
:

Proof. As in the ¢rst lemma, we use nothing aboutA�&
L� B� other than the fact that

it is constructible with respect to the product strati¢cation; let us use F� to denote
A�&

L� B�.
From the de¢nition of the vanishing cycles, we have

m�RGZ �F�� � �q � k��RGZ �F�� � k�q�RGZ �F�� � k�f
f &� g

ÿ
F�
�
:
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Let p 2 V �f � � V �g�. We need to show that we have the isomorphism

H��RGP�Q�F���p !
�

H��RGZ �F���p:
Let Y : X � Y ! R2 be given by Y�x; y� :� �Re f �x�;Re g�y��. Use u and v for the
coordinates inR2. Let C :� f�u; v� j uW 0; vW 0g, andD :� f�u; v� j u� vW 0g. What
we need to show is that we have an isomorphism

H��RG
Yÿ1 �C� �F���p!

�
H��RG

Yÿ1 �D� �F���p: �y�

In a small neighborhood of p, the map Y is a strati¢ed submersion over the comp-
lement of f�u; v� j uv � 0g (the coordinate-axes); for a critical point of Re f (resp.
Re g) on a stratum occurs at a critical point of f (resp. g) on the stratum. The desired
result will follow bymoving the wall (see [G-M2]); essentially, one deforms the region
D to the region C by the obvious homotopy, and lifts this deformation up to X � Y
via Y.

To avoid the critical values along the u and v axes, it is slightly easier to work with
the complements ofC andD. Note that, since we have the morphism of distinguished
triangles

! RG
Yÿ1 �C� �F�� ! F� ! RG

Yÿ1 �R2ÿC� �F�� ÿ!
�1�

# # #
! RG

Yÿ1 �D� �F�� ! F� ! RG
Yÿ1 �R2ÿD� �F�� ÿ!

�1�

proving �y� is equivalent to proving the isomorphism

H��RG
Yÿ1 �R2ÿC� �F���p !

�
H��RG

Yÿ1 �R2ÿD� �F���p:

Therefore, it suf¢ces to produce a fundamental system fNig of open neighborhoods
of p such that we have induced isomorphisms

H��Ni ÿYÿ1�C�; F�� !� H��Ni ÿYÿ1�D�; F��: ���
Let E :� fuX 0; vX 0g. To show ��� via moving the wall, we will produceNi such that
YjNi

is a stratum-preserving, locally trivial ¢bration over R2 ÿ C ÿ E; as
R2 ÿ C ÿ E consists of two contractible pieces, this will imply that the obvious
homotopy from R2 ÿ C to R2 ÿD lifts to give us ���.

Take local embeddings ofX andY into af¢ne spaces. Let Be denote a closed ball of
radius e centered at p1�p� intersected with X , and let Bd denote a closed ball of radius
d centered at p2�p� intersected with Y . Let Be

�
and Bd

�
denote the intersections of the

associated open balls with X and Y , respectively. For positive Z, let TZ denote
the open square in C given by TZ � fz j jRe zj < Z; jIm zj < Zg. We claim that

Ni :�
ÿ
Bei

�
� Bdi

� � \ � f � p1�ÿ1�Tai � \ �g � p2�ÿ1�Tbi �;
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where ai � ei and bi � di is a fundamental system of open neighborhoods for which
��� holds.

To see this, endow Bei � Bdi with the obvious Whitney strati¢cation, and consider
the map Oi : Bei � Bdi ! C2 given by Oi :� � f � p1; g � p2�. Let a and b denote the
coordinates in C2. The strati¢ed critical points of Oi occur at points �x; y� where
either x is in the strati¢ed critical locus of fjBei or y is in the strati¢ed critical locus
of gjBdi

; the standard Milnor ¢bration argument guarantees that, near p, in a small
neighborhood of 0 2 C2, the strati¢ed critical values occur only along V �ab�.
Therefore, for ai and bi suf¢ciently small, Oi is a proper strati¢ed submersion over
Tai � Tbi ÿ V �ab�. As YjNi

� Re �Oi�, it follows immediately that YjNi
is a stratum-

preserving, locally trivial ¢bration over R2 ÿ C ÿ E. &

In the next proposition, we refer to P and Q and, of course, later we will apply this
proposition to the P and Q given in Lemma 1.2. However, in Proposition 1.3, P and
Q are completely general.

PROPOSITION 1.3. Let r1 and r2 denote the projections of P �Q onto P and Q,
respectively. Let l : P �Q! X � Y, i : P! X, and j : Q! Y be such that
i � r1 � p1 � l and i � r2 � p2 � l, i.e., we have a commutative diagram

P ÿr1 P �Q ÿ!r2 Q

#i # l # j
X  ÿp1 X � Y ÿ!p2 Y :

Then, there is a natural isomorphism

i!A�&
L� j!B� � l!�A�&L� B��:

Proof. We use 3.4.4 and 3.1.13 of [K-S].

i!A�&
L� j!B� � Di�DA�&L� j!B� � RHom��r�1i�DA�; r!

2j
!B�� �

RHom��l�p�1DA�; l!p!
2B
�� � l!RHom��p�1DA�; p!

2B
�� � l!�DDA�&L� B��

� l!�A�&L� B��: &

In the next proposition, we use repeatedly that if t : T ,!W is the inclusion of a closed
subset and F� is a complex onW , then RGT �F�� is naturally isomorphic to t!t!F�; this
follows from 3.1.12 of [K-S].

PROPOSITION 1.4. We continue with the notation from the previous proposition,
but we now assume that l, i, and j are inclusions of closed subsets. Then, there is
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a natural isomorphism

RGP �A��&
L� RGQ�B�� � RGP�Q �A�&

L� B��:

Proof. Let �{ : P � Y ,!X � Y denote the inclusion and let �p1 : P � Y ! P denote
the projection. Analogously, let �| : X �Q ,!X � Y denote the inclusion and let
�p2 : X �Q! Q denote the projection.
We have a natural isomorphism

RGP �A��&
L� RGQ�B�� � p�1i!i

!A� 
L p�2j!j
!B�:

Using the dual of 3.1.9 of [K-S], p�1i! � �{! �p�1 and p�2j! � �|! �p�2. Thus, we have

RGP �A��&
L� RGQ�B�� � �{! �p�1i

!A� 
L �|! �p�2j
!B�;

and by the Ku« nneth formula (Exercise II.18.i of [K-S]), this last expression is nat-
urally isomorphic to l!�i!A�&

L� j!B��. Apply Proposition 1.3. &

1.5 Proof of the Sebastiani^Thom Isomorphism. We will use all of our previous
notation and results. Let s1 : V �f � ,!X and s2 : V �g� ,!Y denote the inclusions.
Then,

f
f
A�&

L� f
g
B� � p�1ff

A� 
L p�2fg
B� � p�1s

�
1RGP �A�� 


L
p�2s
�
2RGQ�B��

� m�p�1RGP �A�� 

L
m�p�2RGQ �B�� � m��RGP �A��&

L� RGQ �B���
� m�RGP�Q �A�&

L� B�� � k�f
f &� g

ÿ
A�&

L� B�
�
:

The remaining statements of the theorem ^ other than the monodromy statement
follow from Lemma 1.1.

The monodromy statement follows at once from the proof of the Sebastiani^Thom
isomorphism, for the monodromy of f &� g results from how the set
f�x; y� 2 X � Y j Re �eÿiy�f �x� � g�y���W 0g moves as y goes from 0 to 2p. The
isomorphism in Lemma 1.2 identi¢es this with the movement of
feÿiyRe f �x�W 0g � feÿiyRe g�y�W 0g, which describes the product of the two
monodromies of f and g. &

2. Consequences

2.1. THE LOCAL SITUATION

Certainly there is some satisfaction in knowing that the Sebastiani^Thom
isomorphism holds for general spaces, even with constant Z-coef¢cients and only
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on the level of cohomology; in this case, the isomorphism reduces to

eHiÿ1�Ff &� g;p �

�
M
a�b�i

eHaÿ1�Ff ;p1 �p�
� 
 eHbÿ1�Fg;p2 �p�

�
� �" #

�

�
M

c�d�i�1
Tor eHcÿ1�Ff ;p1 �p�

�; eHdÿ1�Fg;p2 �p�
�

� �" #
;

where, as in the introduction, eH denotes reduced, integral cohomology and Fh;x

denotes the Milnor ¢bre of h at x.

2.2. PROBLEMS WITH THE GLOBAL SITUATION

There are, however, a number of dif¢culties in passing to global information, as is
done in [N1] and [N2]. As we have proved an isomorphism of complexes of
sheaves, applying hypercohomology certainly yields some global result, but is
it what one wants? Then, there is the separate issue of considering the mon-
odromy as one moves around all of the critical values, instead of merely moving
around 0.

If we have a proper function h : Z! C and F � is a complex onZ, then, by patching
together local data, one obtains that H��V �h�; fhF

�� �H��hÿ1�D
�
�; hÿ1�v�; F ��,

where D
�

is a small disk around the origin in C and v 2D
�
ÿf0g. Moreover, if S

is a Whitney strati¢cation with respect to which F � is constructible, and W is a
union of strata of S, then the same isomorphism of hypercohomologies holds
for hjW .

Thus, if f and g are proper in sections 0 and 1, then by combining the
Sebastiani^Thom isomorphism with the Ku« nneth formula (see [K-S], Ex. II.18),
we obtain a global Sebastiani^Thom isomorphism on hypercohomology. Moreover,
even if f and g are not proper, but are obtained, along with A� and B�, by restricting
the proper situation to unions of strata, then we once again obtain the global
isomorphism on hypercohomology.

Such proper extensions automatically exist in the case of polynomials on af¢ne
space, using the constant sheaf for coef¢cients; this is the setting of [N1] and [N2].

However, even if we assume that the entire situation compacti¢es nicely, we see no
easy way of obtaining a result analogous to those of [N1] and [N2] about the mon-
odromy around the entire set of critical values. There are (at least) two problems:
the vanishing cycles, by de¢nition, lie above a single critical value, and there is
a substantial difference between the vanishing cycles and the nearby cycles when
using non-constant coef¢cients. Nëmethi's monodromy results actually deal with
the nearby cycles; however, a Sebastiani^Thom isomorphism where the vanishing
cycles are replaced with the nearby cycles does not exist.
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2.3. ITERATED SUSPENSIONS

If we restrict ourselves to using coef¢cients in a ¢eld, say Q or C. Then, when the
external tensor product&

L� is applied to two perverse sheaves, it returns a perverse
sheaf. In addition, the vanishing cycle functor fh takes perverse sheaves to perverse
sheaves. Therefore, the Sebastiani^Thom isomorphism yields an isomorphism in
the Abelian category of perverse sheaves on X � Y and, consequently the
isomorphism preserves much more subtle data than that provided by the stalk
cohomology.

T. Braden works in this context in [B], and it was his Lemma 3.16 which motivated
the writing of this paper. In [ B], the base ringR is the ¢eldC,Y :� Cm, g : Cm! C is
the ordinary quadratic function g :� y21 � � � � � y2m, and B� :� C�Y , the constant sheaf
on Y . Hence, fgB

� is the constant sheaf on the origin, shifted by ÿm, and extended
by zero onto V �g�, i.e., if a denotes the inclusion of 0 into Cm,
fgB

� � a!C
�
0
�ÿm�. Let t : V �f � ,!V �f &� g� be the inclusion given by t�x� :� �x; 0�.

If X , f , and A� are still arbitrary, we wish to show

COROLLARY. There is a natural isomorphism

f
f &� g
�p�1A�� � t��ff

A���ÿm�:

Proof. As the critical locus of g is simply the origin, it follows from Lemma 1.1 and
the Sebastiani^Thom isomorphism that

f
f &� g
�p�1A�� � k!�p�1ff

A� 
L p�2a!C
�
0
�ÿm��:

Consider the pull-back diagram

V �f � � 0 ÿ!â V �f � � V �g�
p̂2
?y ?yp2
0 ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ!a

V �g�:
Then, we have p�2a! � â!p̂�2, and so

f
f &� g
�p�1A�� � k!�p�1ff

A� 
L â!p̂�2C
�
0
�ÿm�� � k!�p�1ff

A� 
L â!C
�
V �f ��0 �ÿm��:

Applying Proposition 2.6.6 of [K-S], we obtain that

f
f &� g
�p�1A�� � k!�p�1ff

A� 
L â!C�V �f ��0 �ÿm��

� k!â!�â�p�1ff
A� 
L C�

V �f ��0 �ÿm��
� k!â!�â�p�1ff

A��ÿm�� � �k � â�!�p1 � â��ff
A��ÿm�:

As p1 � â is the isomorphism which identi¢es V �f � � 0 and V �f �, and as k � â is the
closed inclusion of V �f � � 0 into V �f &� g�, we are ¢nished. &
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2.4. BRIESKORN VARIETIES AND INTERSECTION COHOMOLOGY

As a ¢nal application of our result, we will consider Brieskorn varieties with twisted
intersection cohomology coef¢cients.

Consider a local system, L, of complex vector spaces of dimension d on the
punctured complex plane, C�; such a local system is determined up to isomorphism
by its own monodromy isomorphism mL : Cd ! Cd . We consider L as a complex
L� by placing L in degree zero and placing zeroes in all other degrees.

The intersection cohomology complex with coef¢cients in L, IC�
C
�L�, agrees with

L��1� on C� and has stalk cohomology, at the origin, which is zero outside of degree
ÿ1 and is isomorphic to ker�idÿ mL� in degree ÿ1 (see the construction or axiomatic
characterization in [G-M2]).

Now, consider a collection of local systems Li of rank di on C�, with monodromy
isomorphisms mi; denote the corresponding intersection cohomology complex by
IC�

C
�Li�, and consider the functions fi�z� :� zai on C, where the ai's are positive

integers. The vanishing cycles f
fi
IC�

C
�Li� are a perverse sheaf which is supported

only at 0; consequently, f
fi
IC�

C
�Li� is non-zero only in degree 0, where it has

dimension equal to the dimension of the nearby cycles minus the dimension of
the stalk at the origin (both in degree ÿ1), i.e., aidi ÿ dim

ÿ
ker�idÿ mi�

�
.

On the other hand, the external product of intersection cohomology complexes is
an intersection cohomology complex. Thus,

IC�
C
�L1�&

L� � � �&L� IC�
C
�Ln� � IC�

Cn �L1 &
L� � � �&L� Ln�;

where L1 &
L� � � �&L� Ln is the local system on �C��n determined by the monodromy

representation m : Zn � p1
ÿ�C��n�! Aut

ÿ
Cd1 � � � � �Cdn

�
given by

m�t1; . . . ; tn��v1; . . . ; vn� � �m1�v1�; . . . ; mn�vn��:

Therefore, by iterating the Sebastiani^Thom isomorphism, we ¢nd that

f
z
a1
1
�����zann

ÿ
IC�

Cn �L1 &
L� � � �&L� Ln�

�
is supported only at the origin, only in degree 0, and in degree 0 has dimension equal
to

Y
i

ÿ
aidi ÿ dim ker�idÿ mi�

�ÿ �
:

In the case where di � 1 and mi � idC for all i, we are back in the standard case of the
constant sheaf, and we recover the well-known result of Brieskorn^Pham that the
dimension of the vanishing cycles in degree nÿ 1 is

Q
i

ÿ
ai ÿ 1

�
.
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